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Introduction - Sleep
❏ REM/NREM sleep 1

❏ Four stages 2

❏ One and two are NREM, three and four are 

REM2

❏ REM - Slow Wave Sleep

❏ Stage 3

❏ Repairs tissues 1, replenishes energy 1, allows 

neurons to rest 3, consolidates memory 4
https://www.verywellhealth.com/the-four-stages-of-sleep-2795920



Introduction - Memory

❏Types of Memory

❏Short Term 

❏Long Term 

https://courses.lumenlearning.com/wmopen-psychology/chapter/reading-storage/



Introduction - Short Term Memory

❏ Short term memory

❏ Active memory 5

❏ Considered to be seconds 5

❏ Magical number seven, plus or minus two 6

❏ Phone Number
https://psynso.com/multi-store-model-memory-atkinson-shiffrin/



Introduction - Long Term Memory

❏Long term memory
❏Anything that can be 

recalled from the past 7

❏Types of Long Term Memory
❏Explicit Memory 8

❏ Implicit Memory 10

https://thepeakperformancecenter.com/educational-learning/learning/memory/types-of-
memory/



Introduction - Long Term Memory
❏ Explicit Memory 8

❏ Episodic 8

❏ Specific events
❏ Semantic 9

❏ Facts
❏ Autobiographical 8

❏ Facts about self 8

❏ Implicit Memory 10 

❏ Procedural subconscious memory 10

❏ Bicycle Riding
❏ Walking
❏ Writing

https://thepeakperformancecenter.com/educational-learning/learning/memory/types-of-memory/
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Introduction - Sleep and Memory

❏ Research has shown a connection between high quality 

sleep and improvement to the quality and thoroughness 

of multiple types of memory consolidation 7

❏ Declarative memory 8

❏ Procedural Memory 9 

http://www.nrronline.org/article.asp?issn=1673-5374;year=2019;volume=14;issue=1;spage=20;epage=23;aulast=Koyanagi



Introduction - Technology and Sleep

❏ Negative impact appears to be 

short term 10, 11

❏ Corrected with better sleep 

schedule 10, 11

https://www.besthealthmag.ca/best-you/sleep/social-media-affects-sleep/

❏ Specifically use of media involving screen, prior to sleep 

❏ Results in poor sleep quality and shorter total sleep time 10, 11



Literature Review - Born and Plihal, 1997 13

❏ Purpose of Research: To investigate the effects 

of early and late sleep on different types of 

memory

❏ Methodology: Melatonin levels compared 

through saliva samples, while memory was 

measured using memory tasks which tested 

different types of memory

❏ Findings: Both early and late sleep help with the 

retention of declarative and procedural memory Wake group had much lower 
scores than the sleep group



Literature Review - Lemola et al. 2014 14

❏ Purpose of Research: To investigate the role of screen time in sleep quality 

and depressive symptoms

❏ Methodology: Adolescents' electronic media use at night and sleep habits 

were assessed via a survey

❏ Findings: Increased exposure to screen before sleep resulted in lowered 

sleep quality and higher reported depressive symptoms compared to less 

screen exposure



Literature Review - Taveras et al. 2015 15

❏ Purpose of Research: To investigate the roll screen time plays 

in overall sleep duration

❏ Methodology: Re-analyzed data from an unrelated study to 

investigate sleep and cell phones to reinterpret results and 

explore the relationship between sleep time and screen time

❏ Findings: Increased exposure to cell phone screens before 

sleep resulted in decreased sleep time compared to less cell 

phone screen exposure



Gap in the Research

No research exploring the relationship between technology 

use, sleep and memory

Technology Use Sleep Memory

✓ ? ✓



Hypothesis

Participants who use technology one hour or 
less prior to sleep will have significantly 
lessened explicit and implicit memory 

retention, lower sleep quality and a shorter
average sleep duration



Methodology - Participants

❏ IRB Approval from Pawling High 

School’s Science Research 

Committee-February 2020

❏ All participants were adolescents

❏ Ages 11 to 19

❏ Recruited from Social Media

❏ Informed Consent Completed
https://webstockreview.net/explore/hello-clipart-adolescent/



Methodology - Participant Grouping

Participants were first randomly divided into one of three groups

No Technology
Not allowed any 

screen use an hour 
before sleep

Must Use 
Technology

Must use technology as much 
as possible an hour before 

sleep

Can Use Technology
Can use technology at their 

leisure an hour before 
sleep



Methodology - Pre-Survey

All participants had to take a short pre-survey in 

order to disqualify those who met the exclusion 

criteria: 

❏ A diagnosed sleep disorder

❏ Memory associated learning disabilities

❏ Over three severe concussions



Methodology - Sleep Tracker

❏ Oura Rings

❏ Measures body temperature, body 

movement, heart rate, and more 16

❏ Allows for a quantitative

measurement of sleep time 

❏ Yields more accurate results

https://ouraring.com/product/heritage-silver



Methodology - Sleep Diaries

Morning Diary

❏ As soon as they wake up

❏ Asks questions about their 

sleep time and quality

❏ Has questions to be filled in 

with data from the Oura Rings

Night Diary

❏ Before they go to sleep

❏ Asks questions about their day

❏ Factors that could affect 

sleep

❏ Questions about daytime 

sleepiness



Methodology - Memory Tasks

❏ Two memory tasks were done

❏ Tested two different types of memory

❏ Explicit and Implicit

❏ Allowed for a more complete 

understanding of the effects of 

technology use

❏ Both had to do with word recall



Methodology - Memory Tasks

Word Fragment Completion Task

❏ Tests implicit memory

❏ List of simple words is presented 

for 10 minutes

❏ Distraction period for 5 minutes

❏ Recall period where letters are 

missing

Word Pair Association Task

❏ Tests explicit memory 

❏ Word pairs are presented for 10 

minutes

❏ Distraction period for 5 minutes

❏ Recall period where one word is 

missing



Methodology - Post Survey 

❏ Completed immediately after 

the memory tasks

❏ Takes about 5-10 minutes

❏ Asks about how the experiment 

affected the participants

❏ Three different surveys

❏ Different groups



Anticipated Results

❏ The group who used no 

technology for one hour before 

sleep will perform better

❏ Compared to the groups who 

were allowed to use technology

s



Preliminary Results

❏ So far, the hypothesis is supported

❏ One set of participants

❏ Have not run statistical analysis



Discussion

❏ If the hypothesis is supported:

❏ Insights into the psychological and 

cognitive effects of technology use

❏ It is difficult to study psychology and 

technology, as older technology 

constantly becomes obsolete

http://clipart-library.com/technology-cliparts-transparent.html



Discussion

❏ Technology worsens sleep time and quality           the 

mind is stimulated delays the time at which 

people fall asleep

❏ Poor sleep harms memory because when sleep quality 

is poor, some sleep stages get cut short, which 

damages memory consolidation capabilities



Significance

❏ A large implication would be in relation to schooling

❏ Later school start times

❏ Improved study skills

❏ As technology is constantly changing, it is very important to 

understand how it impacts aspects of our lives as it continues 

to be central to our lives



Limitations

❏ Sample size will likely be small

❏ Time

❏ Money

❏ Irregular sleep schedules

❏ Current events

❏ Longer study period

https://sites.psu.edu/siowfa15/2015/11/09/oversleeping/



Future Research

❏ How screen use prior to sleep impacts 

short term memory

❏ Long term impact on memory 

❏ Use a longer study period

❏ Study an adult population

https://4570book.info/amazing-cliparts/children-and-adults-clipart-free.htm



Conclusion

❏ Technology is prevalent in the lives of adolescents

❏ Important to understand cognitive effects, including 

memory

❏ Technology use before sleep & how it relates to 

memory is understudied

❏ Based on previous literature, it is expected that 

memory will be impacted by technology use.
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